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The Place of Pain  
  

Forgiveness is only possible in the place of pain.  

  

How is it that they all try it, every time?  A conversation that happened in one form or another 

many times:  

Me: "Son, did you eat the last cookie?"  

Son: "It was just there on the plate."  

Me: "Do you remember that we were saving it for your brother who hasn’t had one 

yet?"  

Son: "It was already broken."  

Me: "Son, what did you do?"  

Son: "We can make more."  

Me: "Did you eat the cookie?"  

Son: "It was an accident!  I didn't mean to!"  

You notice that I have yet to get a clear, unequivocal admission that yes, he had indeed eaten the 

cookie when he knew it was for someone else!  It's so clear what happened.  I can imagine the 

inner struggle, and the final guilty self-justification, and the mounting sense of doom!  But until 

we got back to that place, there was no real movement toward forgiveness.  

  

In the burnished and polished world of Television advertising, all is beautiful, powerful and 

good, but that's a dream world, created by those who would separate us from our money.  The 

real world is messy, often as ugly as it is beautiful, as false as it is true, and as bad as it is good.   

In it we hurt, and we hurt others, and sometimes we even mean to.  Saying so out loud is hard.  

It's scary, and yet Jesus tells us it's the only way through.  

  

Forgiveness is only possible in the place of pain.  We see the progression in the readings for 

today.  

  

In the passage from Sacred History, Moses' life has been a bit of a mixed bag.  He grew up in 

luxury in the palace of the Pharoah, but he knows his Hebrew roots.  He has not always managed 

that tension well.  One day he sees a Hebrew being beaten by an Egyptian and he kills the 

Egyptian overlord.  The next day two Hebrews are fighting, and he tries to make peace—and 

gets accused of murder, and so he runs away.  Now he has spent the last 40 years tending his 

father-in-law's sheep on the back side of the desert—where he meets God.  



  

God sends him back to Egypt.  “I want you to use your access to Pharoah to set my people free.”  

This is definitely the place of pain.  He is a wanted man in Egypt.  He is not trusted by the  

Hebrews.  He can't speak very well, and yet this is the place to which God sends him to free the 

Hebrews—and himself.  The freedom of forgiveness is only possible in the place of pain.  

  

In the passage from the Apostolic Instruction, St. Paul points out that Moses' pattern gets 

repeated over and over again in the history of the Hebrews.  Their big challenge is to trust God.  

Time and time again they turn away.  They want to go back to Egypt.  They want to die in the 

desert and give up on the dream of the Promised Land.  They want to do anything but trust this 

God of fire and cloud.  St. Paul wants the Corinthians to learn from the mistakes of their 

ancestors.  The wisdom of forgiveness is only learned by going back to the place of pain.  

  

In the Gospel Lesson, Pilate had desecrated the temple by offering human blood on the Altar.  

People wondered if those whom Pilate had killed somehow deserved what they got.  Like the 18 

who died when a wall fell on them, did they have it coming?  Jesus' answer becomes a teaching 

moment.  He explains that focusing on others sidesteps the issue.  The parable of the fruitless fig 

tree drives the point home.  Fig trees are planted to produce figs.  If a tree doesn't produce figs, 

why should it take up valuable ground?  The gardener argues for mercy for 3 years, and it is 

granted.  God is being merciful with us, giving us time to repent, but to do so, we must face our 

place of pain full-on and not be distracted by side issues.  Doing so has the power to restore us to 

a right relationship with God.  The power of forgiveness is only found in the place of pain.  

  

Forgiveness is only possible in the place of pain.  

  

One of the stories that is emerging is the extent to which Indian Schools in the 19th century 

worked to strip Native American children of their culture, and the callousness with which their 

families were treated.  Horrific stories are emerging daily of mass unmarked graves on school 

grounds, stories of hiding the truth from parents, and the incidence of depression and suicide.  

Those who ran them truly believed this was the only path to redemption of these lost peoples, 

when in fact it was their own souls that needed that redemption.  Telling the stories is a way to 

go back and name the pain.  It doesn't change the past but helps to understand the present.   It 

informs questions like why such a disproportionate number of Indigenous women and girls 

disappear annually, and why addiction and economic depression continue to plague Native 

American communities.  It helps both Indigenous and dominant White culture peoples to 

navigate a different kind of future that is truly lifegiving to all.  Only then can the cultures 

involved be freed from the burden of the past.  The freedom of forgiveness is only found in the 

place of pain.  

  

It felt like a simple thing to me.  I had taken time off to spend a day in the mountains of Ecuador 

with my friend, our youngest son's godfather.  We spent the day hiking in what was for me a 

spiritual haven in my youth.  We arranged for my parents and Karisse to pick us up at the drop-

off point at nightfall.  As we descended the last slope my tortured spouse ran to me, in spite of 

the thin air of 14,000 ft. and threw her arms around me.  She had been terrified that I would fall 



off a cliff, drown, or be carried away by wild animals and never return to her.  At first, I was 

mystified.  Why would she react like that?  Doesn't she know that I spent days and days in those 

mountains as a boy, and know them well?  Doesn't she trust that I know how to handle myself in 

the wilds by now?  Who does she think she married, anyway?  But the real question was none of 

those.  It was rather, was I aware of the emotional turmoil I was causing my poor wife?  Am I 

aware of the cost to others of my choice?  Both of us have grown a lot in the years since.  We've 

learned to understand one another more, and we've learned to trust one another's abilities to 

handle life.  She has forgiven me for frightening her so, and I have forgiven her for being so easy 

to frighten.  But when I am getting ready to go somewhere, especially if there could be danger 

involved, I stop and remember that moment.  What is the wise thing to do?  I have actually 

turned around after leaving and gone home because I learned something from that day.  The 

wisdom of forgiveness is only learned by going back to the place of pain.  

  

Minkaye was a Waorani young man in the Amazon jungles of easter Ecuador in 1955.  The tribe 

at that time was embroiled in a centuries-old gridlock of revenge killings.  But earlier that year a 

new threat seemed to loom.  He had heard about white skinned people, and the rumor was that 

they ate children.  Five of them had appeared on a stone beach along the Curaray river not far 

from his longhouse.  Over several weeks they had called into the jungle in his own tongue, and a 

woman and an old man of his little village had gone to visit them.  But the rumors rankled 

Minkaye, and he and four others decided to solve the situation.  On a dry day in December, they 

charged the beach with their spears.  In a very short while the five white missionary's bodies lay 

on the ground.  The Waorani men proceeded to tear the fabric off the Piper Cub the men had 

flown in on, and then retreated into the jungle.  

  

Time passed, and Dayuma, one of the women of his village who had fled the killings as a girl 

and lived on the outside, made friends with the wife of one of the missionaries and the sister of 

another.  Word finally reached Dayuma that it was safe to return home.  She made plans to take 

these two white missionary women, one with a small girl, with her.  It took them three days, but 

being women, one of them known, they were welcomed.  When Minkaye found out who the 

White women were, he was struck to the heart.  Hearing Jesus' message of forgiveness, he 

decided to lay down his spear and kill no more.  The others followed suit.  The time came when 

the five of them, plus a host of others, gathered on that same beach on the Curaray River to offer 

prayers of repentance and forgiveness.  The power of forgiveness is found only in the place of 

pain.  

  

Maybe you have to go somewhere to fully give or receive forgiveness.  Some have gone on 

pilgrimages to Minedoka, or Selma, Alabama, or the Greenwood district of Tulsa.  Some have 

gone to Standing Rock, or a certain lonely stretch of road outside Casper, Wyoming.  Some have 

more personal destinations to visit.  Or maybe it is not a physical place, but a memory or a 

relationship or an action, but wherever it is, you cannot forgive from afar.  Go.  Go fully.  Go 

without excuses or diversions.  Face the pain full-on.  Here alone is the path to the freedom, the 

wisdom and the power of forgiveness.  

    

  


